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About This Game

Welcome to Wintreal, a small town in the northern US and home to the Blue Norholm Centenary School. Today is Ian’s first day
at his new school. Being blind, Ian has always relied on North, his faithful seeing eye dog, to guide him. But not everything is as

it seems at Blue Norholm, and it won’t take long until Ian’s blindness will be the least of North’s problems…

Features

Guide Ian through the game as North, his faithful canine companion

Use stealth, misdirection an guile to avoid the ghoulish students

No violence
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good game, challeging and fun. they changed the ball designs in update.. Bought really early on, super excited! Unfortunately
they just abandoned this game and wanted to make more money by releasing their sequel. Ah well.. I see a lot of people
complaining 15 day trail not showing in the game. I've created a ticket regarding the issue and advised by Gaijin support to
restart the game. It worked for me.. A nice and short old school sidescrolling action game, with a great learning curve appealing
to varyingly skilled players: it might seem hard at first but thanks to checkpoints at every screen you'll be soon speedrunning it.

+ Retro feeling but tight controls
+ Enjoyable learning curve
+ Good pixel art
+ A lot of graphical settings and 21:9 support

- Non replayable levels make content skippable
- A lot of powerups feel like power-downs :/
- 4:3 layout but with black bars fillers

4/5. Very fun game with a group of friends. Still needs work in its current state, but there is a promising future ahead for this
game.. Beat the game in twelve minutes. You answer a few multiple-choice questions, watch some crappy cutscenes that are
always the same regardless of your answers, and walk through a few horribly rendered empty rooms where nothing happens.

In short: this is not a game. Do not buy.. IT'S SABATON OF COURSE IT'S WORTH. A simplified match-3 puzzle game, with
nice artwork (backgrounds, mainly) and not-so-nice in-game art.
If you play this in its easy mode, there's no challenge at all; and actually it's not purely match-3: you just need to click on the
"more than 3" gems in order to pop them. Fortunately, every level can also be timed and so, made more challenging.
The story mode anyways is quite short, playable in three hours I think (60 total levels). And it doesn't need that much strategy.
And you have the well-known features of every match-3 or similar puzzle game: boosters, unpoppable blocks, coins to collect
and so on.
Story-wise, of course, it's worth nothing or little more. There's a small plot but it's weak even compared to pure smartphone
games.
Nevertheless, it still manages to be a nice way to spend some minutes in your day.
If you're into these kind of simple puzzle games and you've been playing them for years, I think this isn't a waste of time. Just
get this on sale - 4\u20ac of course is insanely high, but for instance now it comes for 0,50\u20ac and it's the right price for a
game like this.
Can't review this negatively - the premises are matched, you get what you are shown in the game's Steam page and I kinda liked
it. Music is also quite nice, and it's not that common in minimalistic puzzle games.
Quite simple, that's it. And it has also cards and achievements!. NO MORE UPDATES - DO NOT BUY

Yes.
This game is fun.
It is very early in development and has bugs. Alot of bugs.
I would reccomend you get it around a sale because no one plays and theres not much in it yet.
Other than that. Its really fun and only made by two people. (From what I know). Neat little dungeon crawler with a very light
VN touch.
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Highly addicting game. Each class has its own feel to it which adds to the depth of the game (though the two hardcore classes
are really just that). The music is quite good and adds to the intense atmosphere of the game.. Nothing like beating the hell out
of people with a baseball bat.. It\u00b4s allright if you want somthing to do for up to 30min. I have to recommend this one,
because otherwise you might never hear about it. If you like both adventure games and puzzle games with
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥/amazing writing, this may be the game for you. The ending is pretty rough, but all the way until then I really
enjoyed this game.. Better than the first one but not by much. I'm going to give it a pass just for the added content and slightly
improved graphics and gameplay. Those who are looking for something completely new may want to stay away. It's more of an
update rather than a sequel even with all of the dlc and expansion coming out soon. If you're a dragonball fan and don't mind
being ripped off for what is essentially an update then this is for you.. It's enjoyable, but the energy system soils it.. OMG THIS
GAME IS SOOOOOOO CUUTTEEEE. But in all seriousness this is an amazing game with beautiful art style, an interesting
story line, and a cute charm to it, I am in love with the caterpiller character I really wish I can play more and I really wish I can
get the full game soon because I really did enjoy it, I completed this full chapter and i will revisit this game again. (some things
you might get stuck on but it only takes a minute to see the item you really need hehe)
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